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Most people spend most of their time in densely populated areas, thus the quality of the environment in and 
surrounding these areas influences the health, wellbeing and happiness of vast swathes of the world’s inhabitants. 
Cities are constantly migrating and metabolizing, leaving behind industrial legacy and environmental degradation to 
be remediated by future generations; legacies of toxic waste, polluted ground waters, sealed soils, powsy land and 
degraded ecosystems. Into new and virgin territories modern industries and commerce move and the following 
populations then pressurize local natural resources and produce new wastes; just as metallurgic and mining wastes 
were the products of previous heavy industries and prosperity, now knowledge economy based wastes, such as 
computers, phones and tablets form an emerging disposal challenge. 
Learning the lessons from the past our new environs should be ‘future proofed’ to cope with the demands placed 
upon them; for example innovative schemes for water re-use, traffic free zones to maintain air quality and soil 
protection measures to preserve this vital resource should be incorporated to planning and policy. Planning and 
policy must also take account of people’s desire for self-sufficiency and provenance; for example urban agriculture, 
motivated by a need for food security and engaged localism needs a safe resource on which to produce food. But we 
must avoid becoming risk averse but be creative and free thinking in solutions to new environmental issues. 
Therefore into the future, risk assessment within the ever changing mosaic of urban land uses will provide vital 
predictive power on the impacts of people on the landscape, allowing ‘future proofing’. Contemporary construction 
and then deconstruction of urban fabric and consumer products will also be key to resource re-use and waste 
minimization to avoid an urban environmental pollution burden in the future greater than that which we are already 
dealing with. 
In this special issue a collection of papers presents review and experimental evidence of monitoring and potential 
solutions to emerging environmental issues in cities. 
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